Shirpa (GMC) GMC_923_001

Parameters and Metadata

**Body weight** GMC_923_001_001 | v1.0

*simpleParameter*

- **Req. Analysis:** false
- **Req. Upload:** false
- **Is Annotated:** true

*Unit Measured:* g

*Description:* Body_weight

---

**Locomotive Activity** GMC_923_001_002 | v1.0

*simpleParameter*

- **Req. Analysis:** false
- **Req. Upload:** false
- **Is Annotated:** true

*Unit Measured:* Squares crossed

*Description:* Locomotive_Activity

---

**Body position** GMC_923_001_003 | v1.0

*simpleParameter*

- **Req. Analysis:** false
- **Req. Upload:** false
- **Is Annotated:** true
Description: Body_position

Tremor GMC_923_001_004 | v1.0
simpleParameter


Description: Tremor

Poshebral Closure GMC_923_001_005 | v1.0
simpleParameter


Description: Poshebral_Closure

Coat appearence GMC_923_001_006 | v1.0
simpleParameter


Description: Coat_appeareance
Whiskers GMC_923_001_007 | v1.0

Description: Whiskers

Lacrimation GMC_923_001_008 | v1.0

Description: Lacrimation

Defecation GMC_923_001_009 | v1.0

Description: Defecation

Transfer Arousal GMC_923_001_010 | v1.0
Description: Transfer_Arousal

Gait GMC_923_001_011 | v1.0

Description: Gait

Tail Elevation GMC_923_001_012 | v1.0

Description: Tail_Elevation

Touch Escape GMC_923_001_013 | v1.0

Description: Touch_Escape
Positional Passivity  GMC_923_001_014 | v1.0

simpleParameter


Description: Positional_Passivity

Skin Color  GMC_923_001_015 | v1.0

simpleParameter


Description: Skin_Color

Trunk Curl  GMC_923_001_016 | v1.0

simpleParameter


Description: Trunk_Curl
**Limb grasping** GMC_923_001_017 | v1.0

Req. Analysis: false  
Req. Upload: false  
Is Annotated: true

Description: Limb_grasping

---

**Pinna reflex** GMC_923_001_018 | v1.0

Req. Analysis: false  
Req. Upload: false  
Is Annotated: true

Description: Pinna_reflex

---

**Corneal Reflex** GMC_923_001_019 | v1.0

Req. Analysis: false  
Req. Upload: false  
Is Annotated: true

Description: Corneal_Reflex

---

**Righting Reflex** GMC_923_001_020 | v1.0

Req. Analysis: false  
Req. Upload: false  
Is Annotated: true
Description: Righting Reflex

Contact Righting Reflex GMC_923_001_021 | v1.0
simpleParameter


Description: Contact_Righting_Reflex

Evidence of Biting GMC_923_001_022 | v1.0
simpleParameter


Description: Evidence_of_Biting

Vocalisation GMC_923_001_023 | v1.0
simpleParameter


Description: Vocalisation